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The Future of Hard Materials Technology at Kristin School.
Introduction
The subject of Hard Materials Technology (HMT) at Kristin School is in essence a
traditional woodwork and metalwork focused course. It has low status, often struggles
for numbers and has limited relevance to the world that the students are entering. This
situation then becomes a circular cycle of poor status and low uptake. This is despite
the fact that all of the evidenced aspects of best teaching practice can occur naturally in
the subject. The low status and difficulty in defining technology education is a global
problem for this comparatively new subject discipline. For HMT this is further
complicated by the discipline’s large breadth of possible subject offerings such as
vocational trade courses, fine furniture, mechanical engineering, robotics and
electronics. In looking to the future of the subject many aspects must be considered
and balanced to plot a path forward.

Trends and Competing Factors in a Complex Subject
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths)
Much has been written in recent years of the critical importance of STEM learning for
both citizenship and for vocational and professional pathways in the modern workforce
(President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (US), 2010; Set for Success
(UK), 2002; Office of the Chief Scientist (Aust), 2012; Office of the Prime Minister’s
Science Advisory Committee (New Zealand), 2011). As an experienced technology
educator with a background in STEM related industry I have maintained a long held
belief that the subject of HMT can offer highly valuable, integrated, contextualised and
motivating learning in STEM areas. It also has the curriculum flexibility to engage
students in authentic problem solving activity and has at its core the same disciplines
that form the foundations of a modern engineering degree. From the enormous range
of knowledge that can be incorporated in an HMT programme STEM learning has the
advantage of being timeless. Knowledge of materials, structures, mechanics,
mechanisms and control technology is readily adaptable to any new technological
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paradigm. This would seem to be advantageous in a world where rapid technological
evolution and extinction require lifetime learning to keep pace with work place
requirements. In addition, these disciplines are increasingly integrated in modern
technological solutions requiring knowledge of them all in order to function as an
engineer, designer, technologist or tradesman.
The extensive report on STEM initiatives and issues in New Zealand by Buntting, Jones,
McKinley and Ganns (2013) points to falling numbers in secondary school science
enrolments and even fewer in technology. At the same time it points to the extensive
array of science standards available under the National Certificate of Educational
Achievement (NCEA) that can facilitate a very wide range of possible course options
(p.16). In the authors experience the same can also be said for the technology
standards under NCEA. Gluckman’s’ (2011) paper pertaining to the future of Science
Education in New Zealand has numerous references to the benefits of exploring science
in real world scenarios and it recognises the increasing move to problem based,
contextual teaching approaches (technology) in many universities. The issues raised in
Gluckman’s report provide fertile ground for initiatives towards STEM education in
technology. Sanders (2008), suggests that industrial arts can enter into its own in
furthering critical STEM areas of learning (p. 24). The UK STEM Strategy Group
recognises the contribution technology can make in STEM education stating, ‘it’s now
up to design and technology teachers to show the rest of the STEM community just
what a powerful role they can play’ (De Vries et al 2011 p. 71). With the poor status of
HMT, the uptake of more STEM learning in the subject could greatly benefit students
and provide a much needed boost to the subject’s prestige and its perceived value in
the educational system.
William’s (nd), however, urges caution. He acknowledges the possibilities for STEM in
technology education but also points to possible negative impacts for a subject that
does not hold as secure a place as the other three disciplines. This could result in
technology being subservient to the core STEM requirements. Williams also draws
attention to the limited consensus as to what constitutes STEM education and the
paucity of research in areas such as integrated and cross-curricular learning. While
they are positive about such initiatives, this is also echoed in the National Academies
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Report into STEM integration in K-12 education (Honey, 2014). Williams also brings
into focus the effect of rigid timetables and curriculum structures together with limited
teacher awareness of other subject areas (p. 11). Poole (1997) discusses the
unprecedented influence of non- technical aspects in determining the path of modern
technology and the vast array of choices that must often be evaluated by designers of
modern systems (p.151). In the modern world, innovation springs more from
hierarchical organisations and team effort than from individuals. The scientists and
engineers in these groups are heavily influenced by their organisation’s culture. The
biggest change however is in the increasing complexity of technological systems that
create uncertainty and produce systems that few people, if any, have a comprehensive
overall understanding of (p.7-10). Technical and non-technical risk of any system can
become inseparably tangled removing risk assessment from the domain of the expert
into the unknown (p.178). In addition, writers such as Kurzweil (2000) and Harari (2011)
point to a future where technology will not only challenge our existence but will also
bring into question the very essence of what it is to be human. These aspects would
seem to point to the requirement for the subject of technology to provide insight into
these social aspects of the technological process to provide a degree of technological
literacy that would likely be ignored in core academic subjects.
Project Based Learning
Turnbull (2002) points to the overwhelming evidence that technology programmes
should focus on authentic technological practice and culture. This is echoed in the
increasing number of schools in proximity to Kristin that have sought to follow
evidenced best teaching practice and place a very high priority on authentic student
centred project work (technology) in their teaching philosophy (ASHS, 2014) (HPSS
2014). This is also raised later in this paper with the e4e report on Design and
Technology education in the United Kingdom (e4e, 2013). It will be interesting with the
passage of time to observe the progress of these innovative schools as they refine their
product and develop their cultures.
Design Education
Design education, which is a fundamental aspect of HMT, is also changing in the
modern world. Traditionally, industrial design education is often more related to
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disciplines such as art or architecture and seldom has course requirements in science,
mathematics, technology, or the social sciences. Cox (2005) observes that it is common
to view creativity and design as concerned with style and aesthetics (Owen-Jackson,
2013, p. 146). As previously discussed the nature of design in the modern world is
increasingly toward cross disciplinary, dynamic, complex solutions produced by teams
in large organisations.

Norman (2013) makes powerful arguments that the

traditional skills of designers are not well suited for modern times and must be
supplemented and in many cases, replaced, by skills in programing, interaction, and
human cognition. He argues for a new form of design education with more natural
science and attention to the social and behavioural sciences, a design education that is
based more in modern technology and business. ‘Designers do need to know more
about science and engineering, but without becoming scientists or engineers’. These
ideas from a widely regarded authority on design point to a broadly based, liberal
technology education curriculum rich in STEM and humanities understanding. This
approach also has considerable synergies with the holistic educational philosophies
that Kristin holds at its core.
Convergence
There is an increasing convergence of disciplines, technologies and philosophies in all
areas of education and the workforce both for professional and vocational areas. The
modern workplace environment increasingly requires better literacy, numeracy,
problem solving ability, teamwork skills and critical thinking ability at all levels of the
workforce (Billet, 2011, p. 41; Gluckman et al, 2011, p. A-39; OECD, 2010, p.35; Winch,
2000, p. 48; WEF, 2015 (p. 3). The disappointment of industry with the quality of
engineering graduates in the latter part of the twentieth century prompted changes
such as the CDIO initiative to re-structure Engineering programmes. The inclusion of
more project work and study in areas of problem solving, interpersonal skills,
enterprise, business, ethics, societal and environmental aspects bears a striking
resemblance to liberal technology education philosophies (CDIO, 2016).
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Plotting a path forward
With the complexity of the technological process, the enormous breadth of knowledge
involved and differing educational philosophies and demographics it is easy to be
overwhelmed as to the best path to take into the future. It is not surprising that there
is no definitive answer as to how the subject of technology should be structured.
However, evidence discussed thus far does point very strongly to the importance of
STEM education, authentic student centred problem solving and a broad understanding
of the technological process for literacy. To justify a best path forward for the type of
learning that should occur in HMT the best evidence currently available and the nature
of Kristin School and its community must be considered. As one of many subjects with
a limited amount of time and resource the best possible balance of these competing
factors must be achieved. It should be possible to navigate a path to address to some
degree all of these competing requirements to provide a far better subject offering
than is presently available. This would better prepare the students for the world they
are entering and would also be better for the marketability of Kristin School. The
purpose of this research is to find that balance.
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Considerations for Kristin School
As an expensive, independent, co-ed school the following factors must be considered in
any restructuring of HMT to meet modern requirements:
• A roll of approximately 1600 students from Y0-Y13 means a modest cohort of
students at any given year level
• A very large number of other attractive optional subject choices are competing
for students
• Dual IB/NCEA pathways at the senior level results in even more competitive
pressure on student numbers for optional subjects
• The IB Diploma Design Technology course has virtually no STEM content to
interest high ability students
• The subject has poor status with parents, students and tertiary institutions in
either NCEA or IB (particularly at the senior level)
• The subject is perceived as a boys subject (particularly at the senior level)
• There is a poor attitude and awareness of vocational trade opportunities within
the school as a whole
• Kristin School must maximise its offering of modern, relevant and engaging
courses to best serve the needs of the students and the world they are
entering
• Kristin must be highly competitive to attract students and justify the high cost of
a Kristin education
In addition, with the likelihood of only one Hard Materials Technology course at Kristin
school any change to the subject must balance the following competing elements:
•

The balance of technology education for literacy and for capability

•

The balance of curriculum for vocational and professional pathways

•

The balance of curriculum for theoretical and practical content

•

The balance of directed and authentic student centred problem solving

•

The structuring of the course in the lead up to the IB diploma program to make
the subject appealing to students in either NCEA or IB streams
6

•

The balance of appeal to different genders to engage more females in this
challenging and rewarding field at to maximise student numbers for courses

7

General Research Question
What are the potentials of a STEM approach to the subject of Hard Materials
Technology for students taking the subject and the marketability of Kristin School?

Guiding Questions
What is the best curriculum content and balance for the students taking the subject and
for the marketability of the school?
•

Balance of the various possible areas of study such as materials, structures,
mechanics, mechanisms, control technology and technological study for literacy
and citizenship

Pedagogical balances:
•

Theoretical and practical work

•

Content for vocational and professional pathways

•

Learning for technological literacy and for technological capability

•

Student centred authentic problem solving and directed work

•

Integrated and cross-curriculum learning

•

Extended learning modules or a little and often approach

•

Teamwork and individual work balance

•

Integration of extra-curricular activities

•

Assessment

Other factors
•

Balancing appeal to maximise the uptake of both genders

•

Units of work that convey the desired learning and provide inspiration and
motivation

•

Links with Industry / Education outside the classroom

What options are there for studying Hard Materials Technology disciplines under the IB
Diploma?
•

Options for HMT study under various educational systems

•

Accreditation for a specialist subject under IB – local curriculum

•

Lobbying for IB Design Technology curriculum change
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•

Lobbying for a new IB Design Technology subject option

What facilities might be required for the way ahead?
•

Workshop facilities and equipment

•

Design and theory areas / Modern learning environment aspects

•

IT requirements

•

Integration of and areas for extra-curricular activities

Ethics
This research was carried out using the ethical guidelines of the Scottish Educational
Research Association and the University of Waikato research guidelines.
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A Study of Hard Materials Technology STEM Related Curricula
For this investigation the author chose a number of curricula systems for study. The
detailed examination of these various curricula was well beyond the scope of this
study. In addition, as the investigation is looking at the larger picture of general
direction and philosophies for the subject of HMT, a brief overview of the various
curricula is sufficient for this purpose. Curriculum details of the last year or years of the
various programmes were sufficient to gauge course emphasis, depth and rigour.
Engineering oriented curricula were chosen for the following reasons:
• HMT and Engineering degrees share the same core disciplines of materials,
structures, mechanics, mechanisms, processes, systems and control
technologies.
• By definition the discipline of Engineering is deeply rooted in STEM knowledge.
The nature of Engineering requires the use of science and mathematics to
design solutions to practical problems. Aspects of efficiency both in energy
and economic terms are also common in definitions of engineering.
• Any movement of the subject of HMT towards more STEM knowledge will
inevitably move it towards Engineering.
• Engineering encompasses many trends for modern design education
• It is concerned with creativity and innovation in the same manner as design
education subjects such as HMT.
• The STEM knowledge foundation of Engineering is timeless and can be readily
applied in any new technological paradigm. It is a multiplier in terms of
developing further understanding and equipping students for the life time of
learning that they face into the future.
• The core modern engineering skills and knowledge allow students far greater
scope in terms of possible design and project work that students can engage
in. They are better suited to provide the wide background of more scientific
and systems based knowledge required by modern designers, technicians and
tradesmen.
• Modern engineering degrees are increasingly recognising the importance of
developing the characteristics valued in liberal technology education with the
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use of project work, recognition of soft skills such as teamwork and developing
a professional awareness of social responsibility in design.
The following curricula were examined in this study:
1. The Scottish Engineering Science Curriculum
2. The British Design and Technology Curriculum
3. The American ‘Project Lead The Way’ Engineering Curriculum
4. The Cambridge Design and Technology Curriculum
5. The International Baccalaureate Design Technology Curriculum
6. The New Zealand Certificate of Educational Achievement
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The Scottish Engineering Science Curriculum
Fortunately, as a member of the GAIL network, Kristin now has ready access to study
the technology programmes at Robert Gordon’s College in Aberdeen. As an
independent school with leading edge STEM education and a similar student
demographic to Kristin, RGC provides an ideal subject for study.
Engineering related curriculum has been a feature of the Scottish School curriculum for
a number of decades. (The Scottish educational system has always been separate from
the British system). Previously called Applied Mechanics, Technological Studies and
now Engineering Science it is a well-established and respected subject. It is valued
alongside physics and the other sciences in the entry requirements for Scottish
universities.
Technology education is spread across a number of areas in the Scottish national
qualifications framework (SQA, 2016) as follows:
•

Art and Design

•

Computing Science

•

Design and Technology

•

Design and Manufacture

•

Engineering Science

•

Fashion and Fabric Technology

•

Food, Health and Wellbeing

•

Graphical Communication

•

Health and Food Technology

•

Hospitality, Practical Cake Craft

•

Hospitality, Practical Cookery

•

Information and Communications Technology

•

Music Technology

•

Practical Craft Skills

•

Practical Electronics

•

Practical Metalwork

•

Practical Woodwork
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The Technology Department at Robert Gordons College offers Graphical
Communication, Engineering Science and, to a very limited extent, the Design and
Manufacturing options. The Design and Manufacturing option suffers from a number
of problems. While the school is well equipped with new facilities and resources such
as industry quality 3D printing and laser cutting the workshop facilities are very
cramped and basic in nature. In addition, as the subject is not a requirement for
tertiary courses such as engineering it is a low priority for students in a similar fashion
to the HMT course at Kristin School. There are no curriculum avenues for food and
fabric technology nor are there any specific courses offered in such areas as
biotechnology or nanotechnology.

The Engineering Science Curriculum at RGC
In broad terms the Engineering Science curriculum follows the structure outlined
below.
S1 and S2. National 3 (New Zealand Year 8/9 equivalent), 2 x 40min periods per week
for 1 year
The Design Technology subject detailed in the previous list of technology subjects is the
area of study that covers these year groups. It has considerable flexibility and at Robert
Gordons College it is turned to areas that support their Engineering Science and
Graphic Communication options. The equally weighted broad areas of study are:
Graphics for Design / Designing and Modelling / Constructing and Testing
Students develop sketching and computer skills together with knowledge in materials,
structures and control technology. Approximately 4 hours of the course is allocated to
project work with a student design focus.
S3 and S4. National 4 (New Zealand Year 10/11 equivalent), 4 x 40min periods per
week
Students develop sketching and computer skills together with knowledge in materials,
structures, mechanisms, pneumatics, electronics and control technology.
Approximately half the course is allocated to practical and virtual exercises in problem
solving and simulations. The areas of study are detailed as follows.
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Engineering Contexts and Challenges
This Unit provides a broad context for the Course. It introduces engineering
concepts by exploring a range of engineered objects, and straightforward
engineering problems and solutions. This Unit also allows students to explore some
existing and emerging technologies and challenges, and to consider implications
relating to the environment, sustainable development, and, economic and social
issues.
Electronics and Control
Students explore a range of key concepts and devices used in analogue and digital
electronic control systems. Skills in problem solving are developed through
simulation, practical projects and investigative tasks in a range of contexts.
Mechanisms and Structures
Students develop a basic understanding of simple mechanisms and structures.
Skills in problem solving are developed through simulation, practical projects and
investigative tasks in a range of contexts.
Added Value Unit: Engineering Science Assignment
This Unit requires the student to apply and integrate skills and knowledge from the
other Units to solve an appropriately challenging engineering problem using a
structured approach and completed in a given time.
S5_Higher (New Zealand Year 12 equivalent), 4 x 40 min periods per week.
This level is the minimum requirement for university study although a further years
study at Advanced Higher is highly recommended for demanding University courses
such as Engineering. Students further develop computer skills together with
knowledge in materials, structures, mechanisms, pneumatics and control technology.
Approximately 40% of course time and the final assessment is allocated to more
student oriented project work that must meet certain criteria.
Engineering Contexts and Challenges (Higher)
This Unit provides a broad context for the Course. It contributes to developing a
deeper understanding of engineering concepts by exploring a range of engineering
problems with some complex features, and their solutions. Students explore some
existing and emerging technologies and challenges, and consider implications
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relating to the environment, sustainable development, and economic and social
issues.
Electronics and Control (Higher)
Students explore an appropriate range of key concepts and devices used in
electronic control systems, including analogue, digital and programmable systems.
Skills in problem solving and evaluating are developed through simulation, practical
projects and investigative tasks in a range of contexts.
Mechanisms and Structures (Higher)
Students develop a deepening understanding of mechanisms and structures. Skills
in problem solving and evaluating are developed through simulation, practical
projects and investigative tasks in a range of contexts.
S6_Advanced Higher (New Zealand Year 13 equivalent), 4 x 40 minute periods per
week.
Students further develop computer skills together with knowledge in materials,
structures, mechanisms, pneumatics and control technology. Approximately 60% of
course time is allocated to student project work that must meet certain criteria.
Electronics and Control (Advanced Higher)
Students explore a range of key concepts and devices related to electronic control
systems. Mathematical techniques, and skills in problem solving and evaluating,
are developed through simulation and practical projects. Learners will choose and
investigate an aspect of engineering related to electronic, electrical or control
engineering, and apply this in practical situations.
Mechanisms and Structures (Advanced Higher)
Students develop a deepening mathematical understanding of mechanisms and
structures. Skills in problem solving and evaluating are developed through
simulation, practical projects and investigative tasks in a range of contexts.
Students will choose and investigate an aspect of engineering related to
mechanical or civil engineering, and apply this in practical situations.
Engineering Project Management (Advanced Higher)
Students develop the knowledge and skills of project management, as it applies to
an engineering project. Students investigate a real-world engineering project, and
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consider its environmental, social and ethical impact. Students will select an
appropriately challenging engineering problem, carry out research in relation to
the problem, and develop a proposal for a solution to the problem. The design may
be carried forward, implemented and evaluated as part of the Course assessment.
Overall Course Aims
The Engineering Science programme aims to:
•

extend and apply knowledge and understanding of key engineering concepts,
principles and practice through independent learning

•

develop understanding and knowledge of the relationships between
engineering, mathematics and science and their applications

•

develop skills in investigation and research in an engineering context

•

analyse, design, construct and evaluate creative solutions to complex
engineering problems

•

communicate advanced engineering concepts clearly and concisely, using
appropriate terminology

•

develop an informed understanding of the role and impact of engineering in
changing and influencing our environment and society, including ethical
implications

The Course develops a number of pervasive and integrative themes, including the
systems approach, energy and sustainability. These are used to explore varied
engineering systems through simulation, practical projects and investigative tasks in a
range of contexts.
With its greater emphasis on theoretical concepts the Engineering Science programme
inevitably has a reduced project work aspect to the course. There is a greater reliance
on simulation, both virtually and practically.

Engineering Science Course Content
The following brief content descriptions extracted from the Scottish Qualifications
Authority assessment schedule for the last year of study in the Engineering Science
course (Advanced Higher), indicate the depth and breadth of material covered.
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Course Themes
The Systems Approach
Use of system, sub-system and control diagrams in a structured top down
approach to analyse complex engineering systems, including time and event based
systems
Energy and efficiency
Use of energy audits and cost implications to inform engineering decisions
Applied calculations involving efficiency, work done and power in complex
situations using:
Ew =Fd P=E/t,
Ek = ½ mv2 Ep = mgh Ee = VIt Eh = cmΔT
Efficiency η = Eout/Ein = Pout/Pin
Calculations
Extracting data for use in analysis and calculations
Manipulating and combining given formulae to obtain answers
Solving simultaneous equations
Solving quadratic equations
Applying trigonometric techniques
Using integration and differentiation in familiar contexts
Engineering Project Management
Engineering Roles and Disciplines
Research and development
Resource management
Time management (including critical path analysis and Gantt charts)
Cost allocation management (capital costs, direct costs, indirect costs, on costs)
Product life cycle planning
Impacts of Engineering
Social and economic impacts of engineering
Sustainability and environmental impacts of engineering
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Electronics and Control
Analogue Electronics
Kirchhoff’s Laws and nodal analysis (with two unknowns) of circuits
Designing transistor biasing circuits for a given output load
Schmitt triggers, including use to produce square waves
Integrating amplifiers
Use of 555 and Wien Bridge oscillators to generate shaped waveforms and clock
signals
Digital Electronic Control Systems
Interfacing microcontrollers
Principles and applications of A-D and D-A conversion
Developing programs using an appropriate high-level language to solve control
problems involving multiple inputs and outputs, and proportional control
Using a range of constructs which include input, output, branching, loops (fixed,
continuous, nested), time delays, logic and arithmetical operations, subroutines
Generation and Transmission
Basic principles and examples of electrical power generation.
Basic principles of electrical power transmission, including: transformers,
advantages of AC, main components of the national grid (step-up and step-down
transformers, high voltage transmission, control centres)
AC-DC and DC-AC conversion
Mechanisms and Structures
Drive systems
Analysis and calculation of forces and torque within drive systems
Structures and Forces
Free body diagram for a beam under the action of gear or pulley forces
Use of equations of equilibrium for simply supported beams (including forces
acting in three dimensions, by resolving into two orthogonal planes) and cantilever
beams
18

Bending moment diagrams and shear force diagrams
Materials
Second moment of area
General beam bending equation
Maximum values of deflection for cantilever, simply supported and built-in beams
subject to either a point load or a UDL
Project Work
Project work at lower levels in the course is far more prescribed to fit the desired
learning outcomes. These are more in the form of comparatively short duration
problem solving simulations and modelling exercises. In the final year (S6 - Advanced
Higher) students have far greater scope in their project work which will account for 60
percent of their final assessment. The remaining 40 percent of their mark is derived
from an examination. At this level a student will not necessarily be required to cover all
areas of the course in their final outcome but could choose a project such as a pure
electronics or a purely structural system for their final project. Students do however
have to demonstrate theoretical and mathematical analysis as part of their project
work. Some examples of project work from current students at the Advanced Higher
level were:
• A servo operated robotic gripper with sensors
• A wind turbine rectifying and inverting system to produce constant output
voltage and frequency
• A Mars rover all terrain drive system
• An electric powered train incorporating solar panels and energy recovery
STEM Related Extra Curricular Activity
STEM related extra-curricular activity in schools has steadily increased in recent
decades. These activities can provide valuable reinforcement and motivation towards
STEM learning. RGC has a number of STEM related activities as detailed below:
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Chemistry Club
This activity is run once a week at lunchtimes aimed at the S2 / S3 level (Y9/10)
Design and Manufacture
This club has started recently and involves students designing and manufacturing
products. At this stage the club meets once per week and comprises of students in
the early years of the senior school.
Green Car Competition
This new activity will likely run for most of the year and involves the more senior
students in the junior school. Students build a green car from basic kit
components and compete in a national competition. There is also the possibility of
senior school entries.
Maths Club
The Maths club is more oriented to providing help with homework or aspects of
the Maths curriculum rather than as a true extra-curricular activity.
Robotics Club
This club has recently started and comprises of approximately 15 students. It runs
for one lunchtime per week and has one VEX IQ kit and a metal robot EDR
educational kit. This competition has only been recently started in Scotland. Both
RGC and Kristin could benefit greatly from closer co-operation in establishing the
VEX competition in Scotland. The possibility exists for assistance to RGC through
student networking on Skype and the resulting access to ideas from the wellestablished and extremely successful New Zealand programme. There is also
considerable scope for students to include VEX robotics design work as part of
their Engineering Science project work.
MATE ROV Underwater Vehicle Competition
This competition run by the Marine Advanced Technology organisation has a high
profile within the school in much the same manner as the VEX Robotics team at
Kristin School and has been running for many years. The eight students in this
20

year’s team have all taken the Engineering Science course with four of them taking
the course all the way through to the highest level. The team finished in second
place at the national competition winning the right to compete at the finals of the
competition at the Johnson Space centre in Houston Texas.
Science Club
The science club runs once a week during a lunchtime and is aimed at S1 (Y8) level
after which students can move on to the Chemistry club or STEM club
STEM Club
This club has started recently and involves students in a wide variety of STEM
activities from catapults and bridge building to robotics and electronics. At this
stage the club meets once per week and comprises of students in the earlier years
of the senior school
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Interviews
As part of the investigation into the Engineering Science programme at RGC the author
carried out general discussion and observations involving a range of staff members in
the technology department. Two formal group interviews were also carried out. One
interview was carried out with all the Technology staff and another with a selected
group of students designed to gauge a broad cross section of views.

Staff Interview
The Technology staff team at RGC consists of 4 teaching staff and a full time technician.
With the exception of one teacher with moderate experience in Engineering and a
principal background in Design and Manufacture the staff were all highly experienced
with strong technical and mathematical backgrounds. Staff were interviewed with the
aim of determining ideas and attitudes to the course that are not apparent in the
examination of documentation and factual material. Staff were questioned and invited
to offer opinions and ideas in relation to the pedagogical balances in the Engineering
Science programme as follows:
Balance in areas of technological capability and technological literacy
There was general agreement that the course has a good balance of technical material
however student understanding of literacy aspects such as sustainability has seemed to
decrease over time. One veteran teacher felt that student general knowledge and
knowledge of the physical world has decreased progressively over the years as students
engage less in current affairs and physical exploration. This required a higher burden
on teachers to make up this deficit. One of the teachers commented that he found
students to be adept users of IT with limited understanding beyond this into the real
world (hardware and mechanical engineering). He felt that it was important for
engineering science to maintain its emphasis in the physical world and not be drawn
excessively into programming. Should students be more drawn to software
engineering there were avenues in ICT subjects that can better cater for them. He felt
that as a result of fewer students being engaged in physical world engineering there are
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increasingly good opportunities in areas related to this. It was generally agreed that
more learning for literacy would be desirable were it not for time constraints.
Subject respect
There was a general agreement that respect for the subject had steadily improved and
continues to do so. While it was not completely on a par with pure physics it was
nonetheless respected. One veteran teacher felt that students often choose pure
physics more as a result of wanting to maintain a wider focus if they are unsure of
career pathways as opposed to the more specific material covered in Engineering
Science. One teacher felt that the British Design and Technology subject (D&T) was
very focused on resistant materials which limited the usefulness of the subject for
gaining entry to tertiary courses adding that the Scottish Engineering Science had far
more respect. He added that while there was scope for control technology to be
covered in D&T comparatively few schools did this in the subject.
Theoretical and practical work balance
The teachers had a strong consensus that there was far too little practical work on the
course. There was agreement that far more ‘hands on’, ‘machines’ and ‘pulling apart
and see how it works’ exploration would be highly beneficial but time constraints
greatly limit this. One teacher described the ‘sacrifice’ of deeper wider knowledge
gained through this approach to the requirements of assessments and examinations as
‘painful’.
Vocational and Professional pathways
It was generally acknowledged that there are limited opportunities for vocationally
oriented students and RGC was very much an academic school. One teacher stated
that the school does not have vocational pathways emphasising that ‘we are academic’.
He stated that the school did have a number of vocationally oriented students but felt
that the school did not cater enough for them. Such students generally left at the end
of the fourth year (Y11) or went to other schools.
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Student centred authentic problem solving and directed work
An experienced teacher discussed the trends over the years toward and away from
project based learning and the chicken and egg argument as to what comes first in
terms of themed projects and learning exercises. He suggested that the optimum lies
somewhere in the middle where learning occurs with direction and repetition in a
particular area followed by project application. Another teacher stated that project
learning philosophies come and go. He suggested a balance in the middle.
Integrated and cross curriculum learning
There was a consensus that opportunities for true cross curricular learning were limited
and while there was a general awareness of what other subjects were doing, there was
little or no planning between departments to achieve specific cross curricular learning.
Again, the rigid time and curriculum pressures precluded this. One teacher recalled a
Physics, Engineering Science and Economics combined course at another independent
school at N5 level for higher achieving students while another teacher likened it to
walking a tightrope where many things can go wrong. One teacher drew an analogy of
proper cross curricular learning as being a ‘Normandy Beach’ exercise in organisation as
opposed to the more ‘tribal’ individual subject approach.
Extended learning modules or a little and often approach
While the courses have elements of all the disciplines at each year level, one teacher
suggested that often students will not have covered sufficient material by the time they
make decisions regarding their next year’s study in order to make a well informed
choice.
Teamwork and individual work balance
The idea of assessing teamwork was generally acknowledged to be extremely difficult
with regard to evidencing what individuals had contributed and ensuring each
individual covered the required tasks. One teacher stated that it is essential for
engineers to be able to work in teams. The importance of group work in engineering
was acknowledged but all assessment on the course was done individually as teamwork
assessment was a ‘minefield’ and there was no soft skills assessment of student ability
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to work in groups. Opportunities existed regularly for students to work in teams on
simulations and experiments and also in extra-curricular activities.
Gender issues
One teacher bought up the subject of women in engineering during World War 2 and
how much they had enjoyed the opportunity to do this male oriented work. Another
teacher suggested that the gender representation within the teaching body of the
subject, the attitudes of those teachers and the fact that students had perceptions that
it was a boys subject before they walk in the door were key factors in the ability of the
subject to attract girls. He stated that he had seen numerous instances of different
treatment for boys and girls in the subject that perpetuated myths. It was felt that
while the girls that did do the subject were generally of a very high quality there was
only a limited amount that could be done within current constraints to improve female
uptake in the subject. This teacher also alluded to the possibility that female students
were generally less certain in terms of specific career pathways. As such they were
more likely to take general physics as opposed to the more specific engineering
science. Even if they were specifically interested in engineering there was a suggestion
that girls are perhaps more cautious in their decision making and would take general
physics just in case they changed their mind. A teacher stated that this was also very
apparent in guidance advice from the school. It was suggested that a focus on more
unisex projects rather than blatantly ‘boy’ projects would be an improvement.
Links with Industry
One teacher stated that getting engineers into the school was difficult with timetabling.
There had been an all day visit from Mercedes Benz and the links to industry through
the ROV programme were raised. There was discussion on past and present efforts to
bring old boys back to the school for presentations on their career paths. It was agreed
that these were on an ad-hoc basis as they became available and as school programs
permit. There was further discussion regarding this aspect being encouraged in the
context and challenges part of the curriculum but it was not a curriculum requirement.
It was also suggested that there should be an engineering field day.
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Assessment
Discussion on assessment drew extremely strong and forthright responses. There was a
unanimous consensus that the burden of assessment had increased markedly (at least
doubled) in recent times despite initiatives to achieve the reverse. There is a focus on
learning for examinations that precluded deeper and wider learning. One staff
member stated that the assessment was terribly formulaic and all students wanted to
know was what they needed to do to pass assessments. Another commented on how
rigid lesson planning of courses around assessment makes it very difficult to pursue
areas of learning when you have ‘bright minds in front of you’.
There was a very strong feeling bordering on disenchantment at the degree to which
assessment limits deep learning and prevents deviation from rigid curricular
requirements. One teacher stated that evidence of more general understanding would
be better but they were forced into collecting large amounts of highly specific
assessment evidence. There was a strong consensus that both teachers and students
are driven toward shallow learning directed principally at passing assessments.
Facilities
The aspect of facilities was stated as having a huge effect on the subject. There was
great disappointment expressed that fully equipped university workshops were
removed in order to make room for the performing arts area and that the subsequent
smaller planned area for technology workshops was even further reduced following
modifications to the building to provide better access between buildings. This has
resulted in an extremely small workshop area. Other teachers pointed to the fact that
all project work had to be very small scale due to the size of the workshop and also due
to the lack of storage.
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Student Group Interview
A group of 4 students were interviewed from the S4 (Y11 equivalent) cohort. The
group comprised 2 boys and 2 girls. The career aspirations of the group were chemical
engineering and medicine for the boys and psychology and astrophysics for the girls.
The student with psychology aspirations stated that she took the engineering science
course more for interest. The boy who was interested in surgery was taking all sciences
including engineering science.
Balance of theoretical and practical work
The students spoke at length about the amount of simulation on the course. The
benefit of experimentation with real equipment was discussed in helping understand
the theory. The advantages of using virtual simulation were also made apparent. One
student stated that simulations can give you more information back with such things as
colour enhancement of different aspects of operation that can greatly assist in
understanding. The students felt that there was a good balance of practical and
theoretical simulations. The students discussed the practical work involved with
simulations being more geared to what the apparatus was already used for and
reinforcing learning rather than any creative interpretation.
Student centred project work and extra-curricular activities.
Students appreciated the time constraints on the course and that more student
directed project work would result in less time to cover other course requirements.
The students commented on the short (30 min) directed problem solving tasks required
to develop understanding that don’t allow for much creativity. On the other hand
there was discussion of short periods of time where students were encouraged to
explore without specific tasks. Students generally indicated a preference for structured
work initially to establish a foundation prior to more experimental investigation as
opposed to experimentation to find their own answers. They also discussed the
requirement for the main project (40% of the final mark) to meet numerous
requirements with regard to the curriculum and there was a consensus that you could
not afford to ‘play around with it’. Students agreed that their project had to tick
certain boxes specifically related to curriculum objectives. It was thought that extra27

curricular activities helped with understanding curriculum but time pressures meant
that often students had anxiety as to whether they had sufficient time to participate in
an activity they were interested in. Mention was also made about advice to take
particular activities that might ‘look good on your CV’. One student commented
specifically on a robotic project he was working on in STEM club stating that what he
was doing in the activity and what he was doing in engineering science had really
helped his understanding. All students felt that there were sufficient extra-curricular
activities to become involved in but a very strong theme related to time pressures
being a barrier to participation came through the discussion.
Vocational and professional pathways
Students discussed the largely academic focus in the school with little scope for
vocational pathways particularly for engineering related studies. One stated that there
would be few students interested in vocational pathways at the school while another
commented that ‘parents had spent a lot of money and would not want to waste that’.
Another stated that progression to university was expected. One student spoke of the
Design and Manufacture option in terms of better suitability for vocationally oriented
students but felt that it was not promoted. One student mentioned the fact that home
economics is not offered and felt that the school wanted to push students towards
office jobs. Another suggested that the school becomes somewhat lost if a student
expresses a desire to pursue something other than a university pathway. The aspect of
students in creative arts subjects being far less inclined to see university pathways as
the natural progression was raised. There was a consensus that more avenues for
vocational pathways in the school would be a good thing.
Integrated and cross curriculum learning, industry links
One student felt that there was very limited relation of learning in specialist subjects to
areas outside of the subject. There was a general consensus that students had to do
this themselves as they applied their learning in other areas. Students discussed visits
to the school by engineers and the use of videos but stated that there were no field
trips. One particular technology teacher was mentioned specifically in terms of the
regular ‘stories’ he told relating the learning to how things are done in industry which
was valued as an insight as to what happens and how things apply in the real world.
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Gender
The female students stated that there were only 3 female students in the subject at
their year level. They also recalled reactions from their female peers of surprise at
them taking Engineering science which was viewed as a ‘guy’ subject. Their female
peers also appeared to have very little understanding of what they did. One of the
female students suggested that the low uptake of the subject by girls was not so much
a gender issue but was because they felt it was a difficult subject. One of the male
students suggested the association of engineering with heavy industry may be a factor
mentioning the automotive construction industry. One of the girls reacted strongly to
this stating that she found the robotic assembly of cars to be ‘cool’. The boys
commented on women not seeing themselves working in factory environments. There
was agreement that many girls took Graphical Communication because of an interested
in architecture and one of the girls suggested that it is more a marketing problem than
anything else.
Teamwork
There was a consensus from the students that there was some pairing of students for
brief periods for practical exercises but the remainder of the course was completed
individually. One student stated that they were not allowed to discuss projects
between students in class. Another student raised the issue of one person carrying out
a larger part of the work as the rationale behind working as individuals. One student
stated that being able to complete the whole task as an individual would make for a
better contribution should that person have to work in a team. A student commented
that they can gain teamwork skills as part of the school sports activities while another
raised the aspect of team activities in the STEM club. This student felt that the
individual work in the curriculum subjects combined with these opportunities for team
work outside curriculum was a good balance.
Assessment
Students indicated that the grouping of assessments all at once was frustrating. They
had a good understanding of the limitations of being assessed shortly after completing
a task and then forgetting the knowledge (shallow learning) and one student stated
that it was better to have assessment at a later date to facilitate better learning. They
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felt that some assessments were so simple and so short that they wondered whether
they were trick questions. One student felt that assessment in other subjects was
aimed more at broader understanding while assessment in engineering was aimed at
one small aspect before moving on to the next.
Little and often or learning in larger learning modules
There was a strong consensus from the students that some learning has to occur in
larger modules and must be ‘drummed into you’ to form the foundation for further and
wider understanding. Students commented that smaller aspects of the course covered
early in the programme and then assessed at a much later date were problematic as
the material was easily forgotten. Material that did not appear in preliminary exams
but was in final exams was also problematic.
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General observations and conclusions
Engineering Science
It is clear that the academic rigour of the Scottish Engineering Science curriculum has
respect in the Scottish educational system such that tertiary institutions will accept
Physics or Engineering Science as part of their entry requirements for STEM oriented
courses. The subject has a long history behind it in Scotland. It enjoys a good profile in
the school and draws top quality students at all levels of the program. The subject
comprises a well-balanced programme of studies in materials, structures, mechanisms,
electronics, programming, CAD and computer skills. It is highly structured and far more
prescribed than conventional technology courses to cover and assess all the required
work. The course has a rigorous mathematical component and features a considerable
amount of virtual and practical simulation work to reinforce the required learning.
Students complete negotiated project work that must meet certain requirements that
account for 40% of the final assessment (60% in the last year). The subject and
teachers in particular appear to suffer greatly from over assessment although this was
a very strong and common theme that came through in general discussions with
teachers in other subjects as well.
Extra-Curricular Activities
Engineering science students play a very large role in the schools extra-curricular STEM
activities including the prestigious ROV submersible vehicle competition. The schools
team has this year won the right to compete at the world championships in Houston
Texas later in the year. The school has recently started a STEM club which is run in the
science labs and has just started in VEX robotics which is run in the ICT department.
Facilities
The technology department is very well resourced in terms of ICT, equipment and
classroom spaces. However, the lack of workshop facilities at RGC, even when
compared to Kristin’s basic facilities, was very surprising to the author and greatly limits
the activities of the technology department. It will be interesting to see how the future
unfolds in this area. There are difficulties with fabrication activities occurring in science
laboratories in the recently started STEM club. In addition the new VEX robotics
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activity is held in the computer labs. While this is workable for the VEX IQ system, any
further progression to the larger metal robots that require far more fabrication will be
problematic. With 5 to 6 metal robot teams competing at Kristin issues of storage and
workshop space are apparent. While the workshop space at Kristin is small it is
considerably larger than RGC.
Contacts and Networking
This GAIL Fellowship has been very valuable to Kristin. As schools with very similar
student demographics, RGC has provided an excellent example of where the subject of
HMT could go for high achieving students at Kristin. RGC has been very generous in
sharing all their resources and expertise for their Engineering Science programme. It is
invaluable to have made expert contacts who can advise on many aspects of a similar
programme should it ever become established at Kristin.
In return Kristin School has much to offer the fledgling VEX robotics team at RGC. The
VEX competition is the biggest and fastest growing robotics competition in the world.
With the New Zealand VEX competition being the toughest and most respected
regional competition in world the Kristin team has much to offer in developing the
activity at RGC and in Scotland as a whole. Contacts have been exchanged for what is
hoped will be a full exchange of ideas and resources at both teacher and student level
for the VEX competition and for curriculum.
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Technology Education in the United Kingdom
The United Kingdom was the birthplace of the modern Design and Technology
curriculum. It remains a particularly interesting subject for study with numerous
changes, additions and controversies over the years. 2013 saw the withdrawal of
proposed changes to the curriculum following considerable industry criticism and
admissions from the Department of Education that the subject had been ‘dumbed
down’ (Dee Zeen, 2013 ). There have also been recommendations from the National
Curriculum Review Panel that the subject be removed from national curriculum
altogether. A proposed review due for implementation in 2016 has also been
postponed to allow for further development of subject content and assessment
objectives.
The current D&T curriculum is not unlike that of the Cambridge system detailed later in
this report and it would serve limited purpose to detail it further. As it is a state of flux
at the present time the author has chosen instead to focus on recommendations
looking forward that resulted from the 2013 controversy. This is far more likely to
illuminate trends that can be used to plan the future direction of HMT at Kristin.
Of particular interest in this reformative period where D&T still struggles for status and
direction is the 2013 e4e report on the subject (e4e, 2013). The e4e group (Engineers
for Education) is the body through which the British engineering profession offers
coordinated advice to the UK Government on education that underpins engineering. It
deals with all aspects of learning. It is hosted by The Royal Academy of Engineering
with membership drawn from the professional engineering community including all 36
Professional Engineering Institutions, The Engineering Council and Engineering UK.
Their recommendations are a resounding endorsement of the subject. They state:
‘Currently D&T is the only practical, hands-on, technical subject in the national
curriculum in England. It is imperative that it remains as such, so that it can introduce
young people to the knowledge and skills needed for creative design, innovation and
engineering. D&T is not a vocational subject. It is a general academic subject and has its
own fundamental body of knowledge, principles and concepts which are not provided
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elsewhere in the curriculum. However, the subject is in need of reform to bring it in line
with current design thinking and modern technologies’ (p. 4).
‘Design and Technology is one of the few subjects in the curriculum where pupils
confront and solve problems where there is no right answer. Through D&T pupils learn
to deal with ambiguity; undertaking tasks without all the information necessary to
complete them from the outset. Learning to cope with ambiguity is an important
characteristic of the well-educated person. It empowers learners and develops selfconfidence.’ (p. 7).
‘It is one of the few subjects in school from where young people can have a truly
authentic experience of a practical work environment and it is therefore a subject
through which the UK can grow its future designers and engineers at all levels. It is an
important subject for children who are considering pursuing careers in the design and
engineering sectors and who could contribute to a rebalanced economy at the heart of
the Government’s growth strategy’(p. 7).
‘D&T is the closest subject to Engineering in the National Curriculum’ (p. 7).
The report points to the current lack of creativity and formulaic design in the subject
due to timetabling, costs and, above all, the way the subjects within the discipline are
taught in isolation. This does not reflect the nature of true design and requires reform
to align it with modern design thinking. The report advocates for a revision to bring
coherence to D&T and across STEM subjects. The report highlights the artificial
separation of STEM subjects including ICT and D&T as a result of convenience in school
timetabling structures which have changed little in decades due to school organisation
and cultures. This does not serve the needs of learners in ‘this century of
dynamic/creative learning opportunities and in a globally competitive economy’ (p. 8).
They advocate for the creation of a stage by stage curriculum where students have the
opportunity to understand the relevance of, and apply mathematical, scientific, design
and computing concepts to the made-world. Content in the subject that is reliant on
mathematics and science should be taught at a similar time to their coverage in
specialist subjects. This will be determined by the age at which the concepts can be
securely grasped. The reinforcement of scientific and mathematical concepts in the
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made-world in the subject of D&T will provide meaning and relevance to knowledge
that is often abstract in nature. The report also highlights the links to subjects such as
Geography, History, Business Studies and Art. They suggest that Design & Technology
should be taught in a coherent, integrated, cross medium fashion allowing time for
exploration, equivocal outcomes and self-learning.
Such a system requiring more collaborative teaching within the D&T subject and
between other subjects would have wide ranging implications for schools and teacher
training. These recommendations from leaders in the engineering industry and in
engineering education make compelling reading. It also holds considerable promise
that one of the key areas holding the subject back (that of real tangible tertiary
recognition) may one day be resolved. It is worth stating again the emergence of state
schools in the Kristin area that have sought to address many of the issues raised in this
report.
It may well be that the British again play a leading role in Technology education reform
and we await the release of the latest curriculum review.
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Engineering Education in the United States
The National System
The United States education system has elected boards running local school districts
with the overall standards being set at state level.

Project Lead the Way
Project Lead the Way (PLTW) is a not for profit organisation developing STEM curricula
for use in in K-12 public, private and charter schools across the United States. PLTW
offers activity, project and problem-based curriculum in a collaborative environment
together with an impressive three-phase teacher professional development
programme. The organisation has alliances with approximately 50 tertiary research
organisations, 100 leading corporations and a number of philanthropic organisations.
PLTW programmes align with core state standards in math, science, and language and
are designed to be taught in conjunction with a rigorous academic curriculum. The
following is a very broad outline of the programmes offered.
PLTW Launch
This programme is designed to build confidence and grow interest at the K-5 level and
includes 24 modules aligned to grade-level standards. Teachers have the flexibility to
use whichever modules they wish when they want them. Clearly the improvement of
STEM education at higher levels depends to a very large degree on student exposure at
a young age. Experiences that students have in these early years will be critical to the
success of programmes later on. Arguably the time and resource spent at this early age
will have the biggest payback.
PLTW Gateway
The Gateway programme is for middle school grades and consists of foundation units in
the following areas:
•

Design and Modelling

•

Automation and Robotics

Specialist units are offered in the following:
•

Computer Science

•

Energy and the Environment
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•

Flight and Space

•

The Science of Technology

•

The Magic of Electrons

•

Green Architecture

•

Medical Detectives.

Learning for all activities is conducted in collaborative team based units.
PLTW Engineering
The high school engineering programme focuses on defining and solving complex open
ended problems as individuals and in collaborative team settings through the
application of STEM knowledge and skills. Students develop skills in problem solving,
research, and design while learning strategies for design process documentation,
collaboration, and presentation. Students learn and apply the engineering design
process and use industry standard 3D modelling software and design notebooks to
document their process as they investigate topics such as:
•

Mechatronics

•

Materials and Structures

•

Forces

•

Aerodynamics

•

Digital electronics

•

Circuit design

•

Manufacturing

•

The environment

These activities provide an opportunity to explore different engineering disciplines
prior to tertiary education or careers. A minimum of three courses are explored by the
end of high school which are:
•

Introduction to engineering design (1 year)

•

Principles of engineering (1 year)

•

Any specialisation or capstone course (1 year)

One year specialisation courses consist of the following:
•

Aerospace Engineering

•

Civil Engineering and Architecture
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•

Computer Integrated Manufacturing

•

Computer Science and Software Engineering

•

Digital Electronics

•

Environmental Sustainability

•

Capstone course

The Capstone course is an option where students investigate an issue. They then
design and test a solution to present to a panel of engineers.
General
PLTW also offer options in Biomedical Science and Computer Science. For a flat fee the
organisation provides the curriculum, all required course software, school and technical
support and access to the PLTW learning management system (LMS). A particularly
notable aspect of the PLTW system is the comprehensive teacher professional
development offered through the programme.

Engineering Curriculum Detail
PLTW do not release their precise curriculum details unless you have completed their
professional development and have enrolled to provide their courses. However, as
stated before, a precise analysis is both beyond the scope of this study and
unnecessary for determining overall philosophies and direction. From their general
course prospectus the engineering programme is broken down below.
Introduction to engineering (1 year)
The Introduction to Engineering programme consists of the following units:
Unit 1 - Design Process
Unit 2 - Technical Sketching and Drawing
Unit 3 - Measurement and Statistics
Unit 4 - Modelling Skills
Unit 5 - Geometry of Design
Unit 6 - Reverse Engineering
Unit 7 - Documentation
Unit 8 - Advanced Computer Modelling
Unit 9 - Design Team
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Unit 10 - Design Challenges
Principals of engineering (1 year)
The principles of engineering programme consist of the following units:
Unit 1 - Energy and Power (30%)
•

Mechanisms

•

Energy Sources

•

Energy Applications

•

Design Problem – Energy and Power

Unit 2 - Materials and Structures (24%)
•

Statics

•

Material Properties

•

Material Testing

•

Design Problem – Materials and Structures

Unit 3 - Control Systems (28%)
•

Machine Control

•

Fluid Power

•

Design Problem – Control Systems

Unit 4 - Statistics and Kinematics (18%)
•

Statistics

•

Kinematics

Specialisation Discipline (1 Year)
For insight into the various specialist disciplines the Aeronautical Engineering and Civil
Engineering and Architecture specialties are outlined below.
Aeronautical Engineering
Unit 1 - Introduction to Aerospace (28%)
•

Evolution of Flight

•

Physics of Flight

•

Flight Planning and Navigation
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Unit 2 - Aerospace Design (29%)
•

Materials and Structures

•

Propulsion

•

Flight Physiology

Unit 3 - Space (18%)
•

Space Travel

•

Orbital Mechanics

Unit 4 - Alternative Applications (25%)
•

Alternative Applications

•

Remote Systems

•

Aerospace Careers

Civil Engineering and Architecture
Unit 1 - Overview of Civil Engineering and Architecture
•

History of Civil Engineering and Architecture

•

Careers in Civil Engineering and Architecture

Unit 2 - Residential Design
•

Building Design and Construction

•

Cost and Efficiency Analysis

•

Residential Design

Unit 3 - Commercial Applications
•

Commercial Building Systems

•

Structures

•

Services and Utilities

•

Site Considerations

Unit 4 - Commercial Building Systems
•

Commercial Building Design Problem
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•

Commercial Building Design Presentation

Summary
Tai’s (2012) Meta study of existing literature on the effectiveness of PLTW programmes
to impact student achievement and motivation found a strong positive impact on
mathematics and science achievement and a positive influence on student career
interest and likelihood to continue their education. Other positive factors were the
interest and motivation about STEM playing a central role in student career choice. Tai
also pointed to the clear strength of the programme being the intensive teacher
professional development and its essential role in the success of PLTW students (p. 6).
Particular strengths of the programme would appear to be its longitudinal focus in
developing interest at an early age. As a school that has control over its entire
programme from new entrance to university entrance this philosophy has much to
offer Kristin in matters of STEM. Its focus on awareness of engineering careers and its
wide range of specialist options is also commendable. Without further detail the
academic rigour of the programme is difficult to assess although it would appear to be
balanced more towards a qualitative curriculum.
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Cambridge International Exams
Cambridge International AS and A levels are recognised around the world for university
entrance. Under this system engineering related curriculum is available as part of the
Design Technology curriculum. The Design and Technology subject consists of core
subject studies and optional modules. These are weighted for assessment as detailed
below.
AS Level Design and Technology
Component 1 – Product Analysis and Design

3 hour exam (60% of final mark)

Component 2 – Coursework Project

40-50 hours (40% of final mark)

A Level Design and Technology
Component 1 and 2 as above (30% and 20% of the final mark respectively) plus:
Component 3 - Focus area exam

3 hour exam (30% of final mark)

Component 4 – Coursework project

40-50 hours (20% of final mark)

Core Studies
The core study area in Design and Technology contains material related to design
education and technological literacy. In addition, there are very general areas of study
more aligned to STEM learning such as energy, materials and control.

Focus Areas – Practical Technology
Focus areas of study exist for Product Design, Practical Technology and Graphic
Products. The more STEM related material pertaining to engineering is contained in the
focus area of practical technology as detailed below.
Technological design and production
• explain how technological developments can affect the design and manufacture of
artefacts
• understand the terms invention, innovation and evolution
• describe the use of CAD (computer aided design) for the storage and retrieval of
data and the manipulation of images to aid design, production and management
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• describe the principal features of CAM (computer aided manufacture) particularly
in the control of machines
Materials
• appreciate the significance of the following properties with regard to materials,
components and artefacts: electrical and thermal conductivity, corrosion
resistance, toughness, ductility, elasticity, plasticity and brittleness
• identify with reasons appropriate applications of: timber, concrete, mild steel,
carbon steel, copper, brass, lead, aluminium, thermoplastic and thermoset plastics,
rubber and semiconductors
• explain the terms alloying and reinforcement
• Conduct simple experiments to: determine the relationship between extension
and load; compare relative hardness, stiffness and tensile strength
• understand Young’s Modulus of elasticity, draw a stress/strain graph from given
data, and interpret significant features
Processing
• understand the working principles and make judgements regarding the selection
and application of metal and plastic casting, injection moulding, compression
moulding, vacuum forming, laminating, machining on the lathe
• show awareness of die casting, drawing, extruding, blow moulding, rotational
moulding
• understand the use and application of soft and hard soldering, electric and gas
welding, adhesives
Mechanisms
• explain the terms load, effort, mechanical advantage, velocity ratio and efficiency
• explain the principles of levers and calculate moments
• describe methods of: converting linear to rotary motion and vice versa including
the use of cams, cranks and ratchets; transmitting linear and rotary motion
• calculate driver/driven ratios including compound trains
• explain the role of friction and lubrication
• explain the principles and compare hydraulic and pneumatic systems for linear
motion
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Structures
• compare and comment on frame and monocoque structures in existing common
applications such as buildings, bridges, cranes, furniture, vehicles, machines and
the occurrence of structural features in nature
• understand how it is possible to reinforce structures by using gussets, ribs, braces
and lamination
• identify struts and ties in frameworks and recognise where and how it is possible
to use triangulation to establish rigidity
• apply the concept of equilibrium as a result of applied load and reaction
• solve design problems using vector diagrams involving two inclined forces or three
forces in equilibrium
• apply Bow’s notation to assist the resolution of a framework by graphical means
Structural failure
• identify and comment on modes of potential failure in structures and machines
including: plastic hinging, buckling, twisting, changes in temperature and fatigue
Testing
• be aware of appropriate methods of non-destructive testing, including strain
gauges and photo elasticity
• understand and apply simple data from tensile, compressive, shear, bending,
torsion and impact tests in design situations
Power sources
• describe the characteristics of AC and DC current
• understand the principles of step down/up, rectification, voltage and current
regulation
• apply Ohm’s Law
• determine power from known current and voltage
• use meters to measure voltage, current and resistance
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Electronics and control
• explain the working of the following: – switches including reed, micro switch and
relay; transistors (NPN and PNP types) as amplifier and switch and define current
gain; a Darlington Pair; capacitors; diodes for rectification and protection against
back emf; zeners for voltage reference; LEDs and photodiodes; resistors including
stability; tolerance and power rating; transducers including thermistors; strain
gauges and LDRs
• calculate resistance of series and parallel resistors
• determine the values for resistors for a potential divider
Circuits
• Draw circuit diagrams including: switching using the output from op amp to
operate transistors and relays. Operational amplifiers based on 741 or similar IC –
time delay using an IC such as a 555
• explain the functions of AND, OR, NAND, NOR and XOR
• construct truth tables for the above functions
• Show how two NAND or two NOT gates can be cross coupled to produce a flip-flop
• be aware of the differences between the TTL and CMOS series of ICs
• draw monostable circuits using logic gates and/or 555 timers
• describe how to use a Schmitt trigger for inputting from a sensor
• be aware of the functioning of a digital-analogue converter
• understand the principles of interfacing between a computer and input and output
devices

Summary
It can be seen that engineering content in the Cambridge system is reasonably
comprehensive but of a more qualitative nature than the Scottish Engineering Science
curriculum.
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The International Baccalaureate
Subject material for the IB Diploma Design Technology programme is listed below.
Only one pathway of study is provided with either standard level or higher level
content consisting of 150 hours and 240 hours of subject time respectively.

Standard Level (150 hrs)
Human factors and ergonomics
• Anthropometrics
• Psychological factors
• Physiological factors
Resource management and sustainable production
• Resources and reserves
• Waste mitigation strategies
• Energy utilization, storage and distribution
• Clean technology
• Green design
• Eco-design
Modelling
• Conceptual modelling
• Graphical modelling
• Physical modelling
• Computer-aided design (CAD)
• Rapid prototyping
Final production
• Properties of materials
• Metals and metallic alloys / Timber / Glass / Plastics / Textiles / Composites
• Scales of production / Manufacturing processes / Production systems
• Robots in automated production
Innovation and design
• Invention
• Innovation
• Strategies for innovation
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• Stakeholders in invention and innovation
• Product life cycle
• Rogers’ characteristics of innovation and consumers
• Innovation, design and marketing specifications
Classic design
• Characteristics of classic design
• Classic design, function and form

Additional Higher Level (240 hrs)
User-centred design
• User-centred design (UCD)
• Usability
• Strategies for user research
• Strategies for UCD
• Beyond usability—designing for pleasure and emotion
Sustainability
• Sustainable development
• Sustainable consumption
• Sustainable design
• Sustainable innovation
Innovation and markets
• Corporate strategies
• Market sectors and segments
• Marketing mix
• Market research
• Branding
Commercial production
• Just in time (JIT) and just in case (JIC)
• Lean production
• Computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM)
• Quality management
• Economic viability
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Mathematical requirements
All Diploma Programme design technology students should be able to:
•

perform the basic arithmetic functions: addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division

•

carry out calculations involving means, decimals, fractions, percentages, ratios,
approximations and reciprocals

•

use standard notation (for example, 3.6 × 106)

•

use direct and inverse proportion

•

solve simple algebraic equations

•

plot and interpret graphs (with suitable scales and axes) including two variables
that show linear and non-linear relationships

•

interpret graphs, including the significance of gradients, changes in gradients,
intercepts and areas

•

Interpret data presented in various forms (for example, bar charts, histograms
and pie charts).

Summary
It can be seen that the material covered in this course is that pertaining to a product
design style course with very modest mathematical requirements. The IB DT
programme is the ‘odd man out’ amongst all of the curricula studied in this paper as it
contains no avenue for study in areas such as structures, mechanics and mechanisms
and control technology. With design solutions in the made-world being the
fundamental staple of this subject and the discipline of design trending ever more
toward integrated solutions requiring far more STEM knowledge this is somewhat
puzzling. This is especially so considering that four years ago the subject contained
avenues for study in such areas as Computer aided design and Computer aided
machining (CAD/CAM) and Electronic product design. The IB Design Technology system
appears to be trending in the opposite direction to the evidence. As the IB diploma
tends to be the pathway for the majority of Kristin’s higher achieving students this is
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clearly problematic for the students interested in the IB and HMT disciplines, the
subject itself and for any benefits the school may seek in modernising HMT.
There are generally available avenues for Computer Science and Sports Science and
there are school based curricula in Science, technology and society and Marine science
that run in the IB system. There are no offerings in Engineering Science.
There are avenues for applying to the IB organisation to run school based courses but
only at standard level. It is interesting to note that the Sports Science at Kristin came
about as a result of the school joining with a pilot programme being run elsewhere. In
view of the importance of the IB pathway for progression in the subject avenues should
be explored to provide a better offering than is currently available in IB DT.
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The New Zealand Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA)
General technology education in New Zealand schools has an extensive framework of
standards to use. The flexible nature of the framework allows for a diverse range of
programmes to be run under the system. These standards are part of the national
school qualification system the New Zealand Certificate of Educational Achievement
(NCEA). As in other countries, there are also many other industry standards that can
also be used in schools. There is a good range of standards to address the pedagogical
balances outlined earlier so that technology education for both capability and literacy
can be addressed. The recent major review of standards (approximately 4 years ago)
also coincided with the recognition of Level 3 technology standards for university
entrance. Despite this, the subject of Technology is still not well regarded by tertiary
institutions and does not feature in any course requirements for degrees such as
engineering. Part of the reason for this may well be the great flexibility it offers and the
unknown nature of the work that has been carried out on any course. The New
Zealand system is well regarded among Technology education academics. Technology
standards in the NCEA system are divided into three levels. These are Level 1 to 3
corresponding to Year 11 to 13.
The matrix on the following pages provides a clear overview of all the general
Technology standards at each level divided into the principal subject areas. (TKI, 2016).
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Level 1
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Level 2
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Level3
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Scope for Level 3 Engineering related standards
For brevity, only Level 3 standards are considered here as this represents the highest
level for any school course. Many of the standards at any level could be used in
conjunction with an Engineering style course. The standards used would depend on
any course emphasis at any particular year level. However, standards better suited to
core engineering disciplines such as materials, structures, mechanics and mechanisms,
control, project management, systems, project work and those for technological
literacy are detailed below. The academic rigour of the course in terms of mathematics
and science and the amount and depth of project work desired for the course would
also influence the standards chosen.
Materials
AS 91613 - Demonstrate understanding of material development
Structures
AS 91624 – Demonstrate understanding of a structural system
Mechanics and Mechanisms
AS 91625 – Demonstrate understanding of a complex machine
Control Technology
AS 91638 – Demonstrate understanding of complex concepts used in the design and
construction of electronic environments
AS 91639 – Implement complex interfacing procedures in a specified electronic
environment
Systems
AS 91614 – Demonstrate understanding of parameters in complex and highly
complex technological systems
Project Work
AS 91611 – Develop a prototype considering fitness for purpose in the broadest
sense
Project Management
AS 91609 – Undertake project management to support technological practice.
Technological Literacy
AS 91617 - Undertake a critique of a technological outcomes design
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AS 91515 – Demonstrate understanding of consequences, responsibilities and
challenges involved in technology

Summary
The New Zealand national technology curriculum is a well-balanced and flexible system.
A basic analysis of New Zealand standards in comparison with the Scottish Engineering
science option indicates less mathematical and scientific academic rigour but a more
flexible system and the possibility for a greater amount of project work.
At Kristin, during the current course of 3 years in the subject of HMT, senior students
will complete 5 standards related to practical work and knowledge, 3 design related
standards covering practical prototyping and 1 standard covering technological literacy.
As the vast majority of class time is spent completing project work the majority of the
portfolio work is completed for homework. The practical standards relate to the use of
hand and machine tools and the understanding of practical processes.
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Future Curriculum?
There have been considerable changes in the education market for Kristin in the past
10 years. Economic realities have meant that waiting lists have long gone and an
increasing number of students have learning difficulties. Kristin can no longer rely on a
traditional private school academic reputation to flourish into the future. Industry
leaders such as Eaton (2013), point to the limitations of the current educational
paradigms where attaining a degree is seen as the ultimate pathway that students
should aspire to. He discusses the contrasting statistics of rapidly rising numbers of
degree qualifications being obtained with the increasing dissatisfaction of employers at
the lack of relevant qualifications and skills of prospective employees. Eaton’s industry
perspectives and evidence calls into question the value of these traditional academic
pathways into ICT careers which may well apply to other areas.
Statistics New Zealand point to an overall increase in jobs in the manufacturing sector
although the nature of skills required for these new jobs are different from those
required in the past. The Manufacturers Association advocates for compulsory
mathematics and science for all students to the end of secondary school and there are
repeated calls for coding to be a compulsory area of study. These indicators for
change are a weekly occurrence in our news and current affairs (RNZ, 2016).
The major innovations occurring at schools in Kristin’s immediate vicinity have already
been discussed as has the e4e report pointing to changes required in the British D & T
subject. There are an increasing number of schools addressing some of the technology
education issues highlighted in this study with innovative curriculum initiatives such as
Avondale College in Auckland, Trident College in Whakatane and Linwood College in
Christchurch. In recent decades there has been an ever increasing proliferation of
STEM related competitions and activities at local, national and international level. The
myriad of options competing for student involvement can be bewildering for students,
parents and teachers alike but they have clearly developed for a reason. This is
perhaps to fill a vacuum in the STEM offerings at most schools. The VEX competition in
which Kristin is one of the principal players in New Zealand is a microcosm of modern,
integrated engineering design activity as advocated for in the e4e report. It also
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embraces the goals of producing caring global citizens. The fact that many of these
competitions are heavily supported by leading players in technological industries such
as NASA, Google and Boeing is no accident. In recent times the New Zealand VEX
organisation has started bringing together key STEM organisations to form a
KiwiSTEAM Alliance with government funding that will unite the plethora of STEM
activities in New Zealand to provide coherence and purposeful direction. Much of the
evidence presented in this study can in no way be described as new anymore. It is not
hard to see a coalescing of all these ideas, networks, structures and pressures that will
force change. Gilbert and Bull (2013) use the analogy of an avalanche to describe
changes coming in education where steady, imperceptible movements below the
surface will result in a sudden and rapid change (p. 17). It would clearly be far better
for Kristin to be on the leading edge of this wave of change rather than be a late,
reluctant adopter.
Eaton (2013) discusses the Israeli transformation towards excellence in technology
which the World Economic Forum attributed to a large degree on targeted educational
reform (p. 6). He contrasts this with New Zealand where ICT is a an optional subject
and the largest Professional Learning programme in New Zealand aimed at upskilling
teachers in this area (Mind Lab) is funded by charity (p.7). The evidence presented in
this study points to very significant changes to the way technology teachers will need to
be trained. Eaton advocates for digital technologies to be a compulsory part of all
teacher tertiary training and for its incorporation into all learning environments. He
observes that even for traditional trades the skills of a fitter and turner in 2016 will
require Computer Aided Design and 3D printing (p.5) while the future of automotive
trades is in electric vehicles and automation, not to mention burgeoning industries such
as renewable energy. Eaton states that the approach teachers, parents and schools
take to digital technologies is likely to influence the career choices of students which is
also borne out in the literature on the PLTW programmes previously discussed. While
Kristin has been active in promoting digital technologies, the evidence presented in this
study would suggest that far deeper, fundamental educational changes are likely to
occur than just adjustments within traditional subject boundaries. The Gilbert and Bull
(2013) and Gluckman (2011) papers relating to Science education point to a
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considerable blurring of the lines between Science and Technology. Just as an HMT
course can develop mathematical, physics and environmental understanding through
engineering, it is not difficult to imagine other such innovations. Perhaps a combined
food, hospitality and horticulture course rich in qualitative biology and chemistry
learning; a combined video game design course rich in art, coding, mathematics and
economics or a music course rich in HMT, mathematics, physics and ICT. Such courses
would be very suitable for bringing qualitative STEM knowledge to students who were
previously deterred by the rarefied disconnected nature of traditional, siloed, academic
subjects. Such initiatives would necessitate a far more co-ordinated approach in
schools. From this perspective, the current haphazard approach to extra-curricular
STEM activities in the school and the minimal interaction between faculties in
curriculum STEM does not bode well for innovative solutions to ensure Kristin can keep
pace with educational reform.
In this regard there are lessons to be learned from the VEX competition in New
Zealand. Schools have been competing in the VEX Robotics Competition for nearly 10
years during which time the competition has grown exponentially to become the
largest in the world. With less than 100 teams competing in New Zealand out of the
12,000 plus teams in the global pool, New Zealand’s performance in this competition
has been remarkable. With the exception of two years, New Zealand teams have been
in every World Championship winning alliance since the competition started. New
Zealand teams won the Excellence Award at the World Championships in 2015 and
again in 2016. This supreme award for the competition is judged by industry and
tertiary education professionals and these wins were the first time these awards had
left the North American continent. The visionary structures and coordinated approach
put in place at the beginning of New Zealand’s involvement were the key factors in this
success and Kristin could gain a great deal from a similar initiative. Such a coordinated
approach would also put in place structures to better cope with any major educational
changes that cut across the boundaries of traditional subject disciplines in the future.
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Discussion
Potentials of a STEM approach in HMT.
The discipline of Engineering by definition is grounded in STEM knowledge. As the
course content for the subject of HMT can cover all the same disciplines as the core
studies of a modern Engineering degree there is great potential for a STEM approach to
the subject. Any such initiative will inevitably move the subject closer to the discipline
of Engineering. It has been evidenced that engineering and STEM related curriculum in
technology programmes significantly influences student results in Mathematics and
Science. It also plays a significant role in subsequent career choice and the likelihood to
continue in education. With the increased importance attached to STEM education
around the world, such a move would make for a better course for students and raise
the subject status.
The aspect of status and respect for the subject of technology and technology teachers
has always been very problematic. In reality, despite the modern curriculum, the
subject has never really broken free of its previous reputation as a place where
students with limited academic ability go to obtain practical vocational skills. Despite
the remarkable similarities between HMT and engineering and the strong emphasis on
project work in the same manner as modern engineering degree courses, there is never
a mention of technology credits in tertiary course entry requirements. This becomes a
cycle of low status as high ability students are generally driven from the subject by
various pressures and courses tend to focus on practical skills and craft knowledge. It
has been clearly shown in the Scottish curriculum that a rigorous academic programme
in the subject can achieve tertiary respect. In addition, the resounding endorsement of
the British D&T subject by all the professional engineering bodies in that country
indicates that it is possible to achieve recognition if the subject can adapt to modern
paradigms for design education. Adopting a STEM focus in HMT would greatly help in
addressing status issues. Students could produce modern design solutions across the
spectrum of disciplines and the school would have further avenues for promoting its
modern educational outlook. In addition, an HMT course more closely aligned with
engineering would enable some recognition of VEX robotics and other extra-curricular
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STEM activity within curriculum providing a far more integrated and purposeful avenue
for students.
Pedagogical balances
There are many balances that would need to be struck in any course restructuring. This
study has illustrated possible approaches to the subject ranging from highly rigorous,
more academically focused courses to more student centred, project oriented courses
such as those run at Kristin. It can be seen in the comparison of various international
curricula relating to STEM approaches in the subject that the New Zealand standards
are highly flexible permitting a wide variety of course designs.
The engineering related curricula in this study all had a balance of study in materials,
structures, mechanics and mechanisms and control technologies which reflects modern
design trends. Other aspects such as design, sustainability, manufacturing and project
management were also covered to varying degrees. Fortunately, it has been shown
that both vocational and professional pathways have moved from a pure practical or
academic focus to incorporate more ‘soft skills’, project learning and knowledge for
technological literacy. All pathways in the modern world also require more STEM and
problem solving abilities. As Kristin will likely only ever have one pathway for students
through the subject, this convergence of philosophies makes the task of designing a
course suitable for both vocationally and academically oriented students an easier one.
Any course at Kristin would need to retain a substantial amount of practical content for
vocationally oriented students. However, a great deal of qualitative STEM knowledge
can be gained with practical activities which can take students well beyond their
current academic abilities. A program that focuses on these intuitive STEM
understandings built through experience is beneficial for all student abilities and helps
with academic understanding later on. They also provide far better avenues for the
extension of talented students in the subject. The subject of technology naturally
integrates knowledge and a STEM focus would enable this to occur to a greater degree
between the STEM areas. A well designed programme such as that advocated in the
e4e paper previously discussed could facilitate this to a high degree. While there has
been professional learning and good intentions regarding cross-curricular learning in
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the past at Kristin this seems to be as elusive as ever with time and administrative
pressures. This is also borne out by the RGC study.
The evidence presented in this study demonstrates the increasing importance placed
on literacy aspects in technology. All the curricula studied had literacy aspects to the
subject in various areas to varying degrees. It is important that the subject of HMT
retains aspects of technological education for literacy and remains grounded in design
education.
Students in the RGC study indicated a preference for structured learning in the early
stages of acquisition of new material prior to implementing it in problem solving or
project work. This was also echoed by experienced teachers at the school. It is likely
that a course with more STEM focus will require some more structured teaching. The
programme at RGC has elements of learning from across the spectrum at all year levels.
This would also be advantageous for students entering the subject later in the
programme.
This study draws attention to very interesting and highly complex aspects of
assessment for the subject of Technology in general. The investigation of the
Engineering Science programme at RGC illustrated a high degree of disquiet among the
teachers at the degree to which assessment and time pressures drive the educational
process with the associated risks of shallow learning. This was also reflected in student
responses and is an issue that is regularly raised in educational circles around the world
including New Zealand. There is considerable emphasis placed on the importance of
teamwork in the literature in relation to desirable qualities for the modern workforce.
This study illustrates the difficulties and teacher reluctance to incorporate teamwork
with assessment activities due to long established rigid, individual assessment
structures. It also points to the benefits of extra-curricular activities for this. The
greater flexibility of the New Zealand assessment system may provide more avenues
for team projects although this would need to be investigated in greater detail on a
standard by standard basis. These complex arguments aside, the Engineering Science
option at RGC clearly demonstrates that the subject can compete in conventional terms
with conventional assessment as an academic subject for entry to tertiary programs.
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What is far more interesting looking forward is the e4e report recommendations for
Design & Technology discussed previously and their implications. When industry
professional bodies recommend teaching in a ‘coherent, integrated, cross medium
fashion allowing time for exploration, equivocal outcomes and self-learning’ they point
to the learning that can occur in the subject of technology. If engineering industry
leaders truly value this approach then it should become a valued part of their course
requirements for entry. The problem is how to assess this. The e4e report points to the
current lack of creativity and formulaic design in technology education. As true
technological activity is a complex mix of factors such as knowledge, personal and
corporate motivations, creativity, actions, determination, environment and chance the
idea of trying to assess this is arguably futile. Any attempt to arbitrarily impose
assessment to measure the activity will inevitably introduce an observer effect.
Perhaps the true value of the subject of Technology will be as place where students can
explore and create individually or in teams unencumbered by the limitations imposed
by rigid assessment. Perhaps the student’s assessment will be the presentation of their
portfolio to the marketplace of tertiary admission just as the marketplace is the final
arbiter for industry success. It may be that all that can really be assessed in the subject
of technology is the foundation knowledge that allows students to participate. Such an
approach would require a far more sophisticated societal understanding and support of
the overall environment that gives rise to entrepreneurial innovation than currently
exists. The proviso in this industry endorsement of the subject was the condition that it
embraces reform to bring it in line with current design thinking and modern
technologies which is also the focus of this study. Such an approach that truly
recognises the value of liberal technology education in this format has wide ranging
implications for educational structures and teacher training.
Extra- curricular activity
Neither RGC nor Kristin has any real integration of extra-curricular activities into
curriculum or interaction between activities. At both schools extra-curricular activities
tend to operate in isolation depending on the passion and effort of a teacher. In nearly
ten years of experience in the VEX robotics competition the author has seen many
excellent teams fold with the loss of a teacher. In recent times there has been a rapid
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growth of STEM oriented competitions and moves are afoot in New Zealand to
coordinate this activity to a far greater degree. New Zealand has the strongest and
most respected regional VEX competition in the world as a result of visionary structures
and the co-ordinated approach put in place at the start of the competition in this
country. Many of these competitions such as VEX and the ROV competition at RGC are
well established and have demonstrated their longevity. The direct relationship of
these activities to curriculum, the development of STEM knowledge required in the
modern work place, the development of problem solving skills, the promotion of an
international focus and the development of ‘soft skills’ and teamwork make these
activities at least the equal of any other extra-curricular activity such as sports or
performing arts. It is worth considering at this point the overall school attitudes as a
corporate body towards STEM to develop policies for the way forward. Kristin School
has excellent academic standards. There would appear to be no reason why the school
could not become as well known for its Science and Technology programmes as it is for
its Performing arts. If this were to be desirable from the schools perspective then HMT,
where Science and Technology meet the made-world, would have to play a very
important part. It is timely that the potential of these activities were recognised, that a
home can be found for them as they do not fit comfortably in either the sports or
cultural umbrellas but span across a range of areas. Policy, resource and planning
across all STEM areas in the school would maximise this potential for both the students
and the school.
Gender
This study has also highlighted well documented aspects of gender balance. With
overall societal, social and industry factors being critical in this matter it is again a
highly complex issue. The study also covered areas such as links to industry and units of
work that provide inspiration and motivation. Industry links have worked well at both
RGC and Kristin although curriculum and planning pressures can make this difficult.
There is considerable synergy in these issues. Industry links and projects that help
promote more female interest in the subject will likely attract interest and
engagement. Disciplines such as architecture and medicine are rich in fundamental
engineering concepts and could be used for this purpose with visiting ambassadors,
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field trips and project work. However, a balance must be struck with such initiatives to
ensure that male interest is not compromised to the extent that more boys are lost
than girls are gained. It is very interesting to note that for the first time in its existence
the VEX robotics team at Kristin has a team of girls at Year 7. It is usual for only one girl
at the most to join in any given year and they will often drift out of the activity. The
opportunity therefore exists to nurture and promote this team through the year groups
so that other female students can see a pathway ahead and view it as a perfectly
normal female pursuit. The female students in the RGC study suggested that the
gender issue was probably one of marketing more than anything else. To this end it is
also planned to use these girls in recruitment and mentoring roles to develop this
aspect of the robotics team into the future. However, changing overall societal
perceptions is clearly a very long term effort. It will be interesting to see how this group
of girls progress in the activity and there will likely be lessons to learn for the subject of
HMT.
The International Baccalaureate
The majority of academically high achieving students at Kristin opt for the IB diploma.
Almost without exception the students involved in the VEX robotics programme will opt
for the IB pathway. These students very seldom take HMT at senior levels. It has been
shown that IB Design Technology has very little in the way of STEM content and
knowledge for multidisciplinary design despite this being evidenced as a highly
desirable feature for modern design education. While the IB organisation does have a
career related certificate (IBCC) this is seen very much as an inferior option by students
and parents to the IB diploma. This would relegate it to competing with NCEA, perhaps
to the detriment of both. While perhaps in the future this will change, at present the
lack of a viable pathway in IB for the subject of HMT is problematic.

This study has

shown that the flexibility exists to run a wide variety of courses in the subject from
those focused towards more qualitative understanding to highly rigorous academic
courses. Computer science has recently been introduced to the IB diploma. Sports
science is also available generally under IB. School based curriculum offerings such as
Science, technology and society and Marine Science also feature in the IB system. In
view of the critical importance of general engineering and the ability to run courses
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with excellent academic rigour, it would seem that an Engineering science option
should be entirely feasible in the IB diploma system. There are avenues in the IB
system for pursuing this through school based curriculum or through a proposal for a
general Engineering science option under IB DT or even a separate subject. Such an
option is very important for the subject of HMT so that students and parents can see
viable pathways through the subject. Such an initiative would likely be a lengthy
process but it is clearly important for the subject and would need to be thoroughly
investigated. In any event, this study has shown that the pursuit of a more STEM
related course purely for NCEA pathways is worthy of pursuing in itself. In addition, it is
likely that it would also have the added benefit of helping to raise the profile of the
national qualification within the school.
Facilities
The Woods Centre for Science and Technology at RGC is an impressive facility. The
technology department has a large, industrial-quality 3D printer and a large, industrial
laser cutter. The classroom setups are excellent with computer suites and purpose
designed furniture. The department has a wide array of resource equipment for
physical simulations ranging from structural systems to pneumatics and has industry
quality software for CAD and simulation. However, coming from a school that has small
cramped workshop facilities, the author was very surprised at the even smaller size and
rudimentary nature of the workshop facilities at RGC. This is very limiting in terms of
course options for the subject, the project work that can be undertaken and will
possibly have implications for STEM activities such as VEX in the future.
There are many factors to be considered in relation to facilities. As an experienced
technology educator with an industry background, the author has worked in and visited
numerous facilities over the years including the highly regarded workshops at Kings
College in Auckland. The facility at Kings College has a number of very large industrial
CNC machines such as computer controlled lathes and milling machines. They also
have 3D printing and laser cutting machines. The building itself is very large and open
plan in nature with breakout spaces that and can accommodate a number of classes
working in the space at the same time. In contrast, the VEX robotics teams of
Auckland schools Glenfield College and Lynfield College had allocated to them a large,
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bare classroom and a shed respectively in which to conduct their activities. As
previously discussed, these teams won the VEX Robotics World Championship
Excellence Award in 2015 and 2016 respectively. This comparison illustrates that there
is no requirement to spend very large sums of money on expensive facilities to have a
well-regarded programme. For HMT one of the prime requirements is simply that of
space. For true student directed project work storage is a major issue in small
workshop spaces. The inability to have a sizeable space to set up the VEX competition
field permanently and have the all team robots that are under construction
permanently on display is a considerable loss to the school from a perspective of public
relations and is a limiting factor for the students preparation and participation in the
competition. The degree of integration of these activities into curriculum is also an
issue to be considered when planning facilities. The schools BYOD policy can also be
problematic for the subject of HMT when there are no computer suites. With industry
standard software (that is PC based) freely available for students issues arise when
some students are Mac based or have smaller devices not suited for graphical
applications. A detailed discussion of facilities for HMT can only be carried out once
future directions are established. It would also require dovetailing with the future of
related extra-curricular activity, how it fits with other areas in the subjects of science
and technology and other requirements for the school as a whole.

Conclusions
The subject of Technology in its modern form is comparatively new. Mankind with all
his complex motivations and his technology are inextricably entwined as they in turn
influence each other at an ever increasing rate. This makes the subject of technology in
its true form the most complex in the curriculum as it is essentially life itself.
Considering the internal influences from its past, entrenched traditional schooling
structures and the rapidly changing technological and societal paradigms it has had to
contend with, it should not be surprising that the subject has struggled to gain traction
and find a sense of purpose. There is however a rapidly building wave of evidence and
ideas as to what the subject could and should be. There are also large waves of change
heading for all areas of education. As a school that likes to pride itself on being at the
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forefront of educational innovation it is time for the subject of HMT to start paddling so
that it can catch this wave and be ‘future ready’.

Recommendations:
1. The school implements a balanced engineering style course in HMT that is rich
in qualitative understanding of STEM concepts and project work while retaining
strong elements of technological learning for literacy and a sound design focus.
Such a course would better prepare more vocationally oriented students for
lifetime learning and for the multidisciplinary world they are entering. Such a
course would also provide a far more attractive offering for students interested
in professional pathways, for parents, for the marketability of the school and for
the profile of the national qualification within Kristin school.
2. The school changes the name of the subject to engineering at Year 9 to better
reflect the new course content, to provide better status for the subject with
students and parents and to provide better status and interest for the
marketing of the school.
3. The school investigates possibilities for an academically rigorous Engineering
Science pathway under the IB diploma either as a school based subject, an
option under IB Design Technology or preferably a separate subject on its own.
4. The school formally develops policy to manage all aspects of STEM activity both
curricular and extra-curricular throughout all levels of the school to steer a path
to Kristin becoming an institution renowned for its Science and Technology
programmes. Such policy would serve to formalise and purposefully coordinate STEM activities and subjects. It would serve to inform the school
across a range of issues from facilities planning, staff recruitment, succession
planning, professional learning and public relations. It would also serve to coordinate initiatives and activities in an educational environment that is
increasingly seeing the blurring of boundaries between subject disciplines.
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